


IF YOU HAVE
A BIG GOAL IN MIND,

WE HELP YOU
KEEP YOUR EYES ON IT
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You have a dream, and you're on the path to make it true. You 
have the passion and the capability to pursue the journey 
towards your dream. But you may not be aware of the 
opportunities and challenges that lie on your journey ahead.

Journeys need guide maps and goals need directions. We 
have taken a long journey to reach our goals successfully, 
thereby building experience and expertise that you can 
leverage.

*Such representations are not indicative of future results
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About MOFSL

PARTNER WITH US AND MASTER
THE PATH TO GROW BIG

Reputed financial services group engaged in Broking & Distribution, Institutional Equities, 
Investment Banking, Private Equity, Wealth Management, Asset Management and Home 
Finance 

35 years of capital market experience

Over 2.4 million registered customers 

Pan India presence in 550+ cities & associated with 5000+ Business Partners

Best Performing National Financial Advisor Equity Broker’ at the CNBC TV18 Financial Advisor 
awards 5 Times

Winner of “Franchise Brand Of The Year” at Franchise & Retail award 2021

Inducted in the “Hall of Fame” at the 10th CNBC TV18 Financial Advisor Awards 2019

All through these years, we have successfully developed an ecosystem that can help you fast-track 
your growth. With our in-depth research, expert advice, and the most advanced and reliable 
technological tools for today's financial markets, you can optimize your time, effort, and resources 
successfully and keep your eyes on the big goal.
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GET READY TO BE
A PART OF THE

NEXT BIG OPPORTUNITY
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THINK BIG. GROW BIG

As an entrepreneur, you started by helping people convert their 
savings into investments. Still, you have always dreamed of 
growing big by exploring all the opportunities that help you do so.

Financial intermediation is one such big opportunity. Now, look at 
the bigger picture. With the increasing participation in Mutual 
Funds & Derivatives segment, there are ample opportunities to 
penetrate financial products in the market. Therefore, building a 
chain of distributors is necessary for financial services firms to tap 
the underlying business potential in the country. 
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* * *
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OTHERS HAVE MADE IT BIG,
SO CAN YOU.

*Such representations are not indicative of future results
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We know it's not easy to capitalize on big opportunities. But we, at Motilal 
Oswal Financial Services Limited (MOFSL), who started as sub-brokers 
ourselves, have made it big and helped a number of our Business 
Partners GROW BIG with us. Out of the 5000+ outlets we have all over the 
country, 98% are being owned & managed by our Business Partners. 
India is a land of entrepreneur and at MOFSL, we have built the perfect 
ecosystem of people, product & processes to ensure our partners grow 
their business multifold.

Here are a few such stories

Paresh Sukhtankar was a practicing Chartered Accountant. In 1998, he 
became a Motilal Oswal Business Partner. With his passion and MOFSL's 
Solid Research, Solid Advice and Solid Execution, today, he is the CEO of 
his own firm with 2400+ clients.

Paresh Sukhtankar

Siddharth Karnawat, though based in a small town (Beawar, Rajasthan), 
always had a passion for Broking. He became our Business Partner in 
2005 and now is a part of our “Hall Of Fame”, With the support of MOFSL 
systems, processes and people, his revenue has increased multifold and 
clients have increased from 50 to 6400+.

Siddharth Karnawat

Kavish Shah started his business with us in 2005 with 1 outlet in Kolkata 
and 18 clients made up of family members. MOSFL's strong marketing 
support, RMS support and brand pull has helped Kavish increase his 
presence to 40+ outlets and 15500+ clients.

Kavish R. Shah

Harshit Gandhi began his career as a chemical engineer. He was 
introduced to a sub broker by his manager and then he decided to open 
an online trading platform in Godhra. He associated with MOFSL in 2009  
and with his passion for the markets, he today has a client base of 7000+.

Harshit Gandhi
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Bhawarlal Agarwalla moved from Jaipur to Guwahati in 1992 to venture 
into stock broking. He started his business from a single rented office 
and has now expanded to 25+ offices. He added a new dimension to his 
business when he joined hands with Motilal Oswal in 2002. He has been 
a consistently high performing Business Partner and is now a part of our 
“Hall of Fame” since 2012.

Bhawarlal Agarwalla

Aashish Aggarwal completed his MDP From IIM Kozhikode & B.TECH  
from IIT Roorkee in 2006. He was a full time broker before joining Motilal 
Oswal in 2017. Since 2017 he manages a client base of 6000+ & Rs. 230 
Cr + worth AUM

Aashish Aggarwal

Sugal & Damani Share Brokers Ltd. launched its stock broking 
operations as a member of NSE India in 1995, promoted by a group of 
professional and experienced stock brokers. They associated with 
MOFSL in 2020. With 30+ years of experience they have a client base of 
9000+ and DP AUM of Rs. 500+Cr.

Mahesh Chandak

Ms. Uthara Ramakrishnan had a sub-broking business in Calicut, Kerala. 
With a vision to expand; she joined hands with MOFSL. Uthara's ambition 
coupled with MOFSL's experience of organic and inorganic growth, has 
helped her grow to 10+ outlets across Kerala with a client base of 8000+ 
and revenues rising multifold.

Uthara Ramakrishnan

Rajendra Manudhane, a Chartered Accountant (CA) by profession was 
always fascinated with the stock market. His passion for the markets got 
him to join hands with MOFSL in 2002. Today, Rajendra and his son Mayur 
(also a CA) along with the Solid Research of MOFSL, have taken their firm 
(KRM Securities Pvt. Ltd.) from 1 office to 9+ offices and from 270 clients 
to 11000+ clients.

Rajendra Manudhane

Madan Mohan Lohiya was a subbroker in 1995 with 350 clients. In 2002, 
feeling the need for better research-based advice and all round support, 
he became our Business Partner. In just a few years his client base has 
grown multifold, from 350 to 11500+ clients and so has his revenue.

Madan Mohan Lohiya
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Akash Gupta completed his MBA in finance from London and Sachindra 
Verma pursued his BTech from VNIT, Nagpur. They were working with 
Kotak Securities before associating with Motilal Oswal. They associated 
with Motilal Oswal in 2017 with their unique concept of options trading. 
They have been consistent performers in the options and online business 
segment.

Akash Gupta & Sachindra Verma

Manohar Bhandari completed his graduation in commerce in 1993. He 
was always fascinated with the stock markets. He associated with MOFSL 
in 2013. With his expertise in developing relationships with HNI clients,  
he currently manages 1500+ clients and DP AUM worth Rs. 350 Cr+

Manohar Bhandari 

Suresh Loya associated with MOFSL in 2000. With his dedication and 
MOFSL's Solid Research, Solid Advice and Solid Execution, he has grown 
his business today to 33+ offices and over 24500 clients. Due to his 
consistent performance and growth, he was inducted in MOFSL ‘Hall of 
Fame’ in 2009.

Suresh Loya

Alex Babu completed his B Tech in 2002 and joined his family business of 
seafood exports. His keen business sense and strong belief in India’s 
long term growth prospects led him to set up Hedge Equities in 2008. 
Hedge associated with MOFSL in 2019. Today, Hedge has 37000+ clients 
and 20 offices in Cochin.

Alex Babu 

Samir Chag was practicing his Chartered Accountancy in Mumbai, when 
he got curious about the markets. He associated with MOFSL in 2001. 
With his customer centric approach, he has grown his business to 30+ 
offices and 28000+ clients

Samir Chag 

You too could be a part of this growing list.

THINK BIG. GROW BIG
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TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
BIG OPPORTUNITIES AND

GROW BIG WITH US!

With future-ready technological tools, innovative products 
and continuous training and business development programs, 
we’ll help you in your journey of growing big. After all, we 
share your dream.

*Such representations are not indicative of future results
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Partner with us

THINK BIG. GROW BIG.

OUR OFFERINGS

Solid Technology &
Products

Comprehensive
Business

Development
Initiatives

Strong Mentorship from
Senior Management

Robust Back-Office &
Operations Support

Solid Research &
Solid Advice
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EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE TO
HELP YOU GROW BIG

*Such representations are not indicative of future results
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Interact with seasoned professionals with immense experience 
in the Broking & Distribution Industry. Every member of the 
senior management team has been with Motilal Oswal for many 
years, and that will provide you stable support in your growth 
journey. These are people who have seen different market 
cycles and have the insights to grow a business across market 
cycles. They have also managed the direct client business and 
hence understand customer needs and can provide you the 
requisite inputs to fulfill them.
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Kishore started his career in commodities in 2001 with Refco Commodities ( Currently Phillip 
Commodities) servicing their global customer base and creating research for global audience well before the 
Indian Commodity Markets started. Kishore joined MOFSL in 2012 and has used his experience to make MOFSL 
one of the largest players in commodities and currency trading. He has been awarded “India's Best Commodity 
Analyst” by Zee Business in 2011, and “India's Best Research Analyst for Forex”in 2014. He is also a regular 
author in many news papers and financial magazines .

Ajay Menon
(Whole-time Director & CEO, Broking and Distribution)
28 years experience, 23 years with MOFSL

Ajay is the MD & CEO of the Broking & Distribution Business of Motilal Oswal Financial Services 
Limited (MOFSL). He joined the Group in 1998 and has been responsible for Operations, Compliance, Legal, Risk 
Management, Business Process Excellence, and Information Technology. He is also a member of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants of India. He has also cleared the Series 7, 24 and 63 of FINRA Regulation

Harsh Joshi 
(Director and Head IFA & Investment Product Business)
26 years experience, 21 years with MOFSL

Harsh is a management graduate from the Institute of Technology & Management, Mumbai. He 
joined the Lexicon Group of Companies in 1995, where he was managing the stock broking business. He joined 
Motilal Oswal in 2000 and has handled various profiles, including Client Servicing, Client Acquisition and 
Franchisee Acquisition. He has been responsible for developing the entire Franchisee and Branch Business and 
also played a key role in developing the Wealth Management business of Motilal Oswal. He has also handled the 
corporate affairs of the Motilal Oswal Group with the Chairman's office. He presently heads the IFA & Investment 
Product business and is instrumental in developing the same in the Motilal Oswal network

A Chartered Accountant by qualification, Gaurav has rich and varied experience in the Non - 
Institutional Broking segment. During his tenure at MOFSL he has started a branch from a scratch and made it 
one of the biggest & most profitable branches of the company, recruited more than 100 Management Trainees 
and groomed them in a very short period of time to become equity advisors handling HNI clients, headed MOFSL 
PCG Broking handling more than 2000+ HNI families serviced by highly qualified 75+ member advisory & sales 
team, headed MOFSL Equity Advisory comprising 300+ equity advisors, lead the advisory training function for 
MOFSL and worked closely with franchisees for their business development.

Gaurav Manihar
(Associate Director & Head, Franchisee Business & Advisory)
20 years experience, 18 years with MOFSL

Kishore Narne 
(Director and Head, Commodity & Currency Business)
20 years experience, 9 years with MOFSL
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After completing his graduation Sandeep started his career with a sub-broker (Supriya 
Investments) in 1993. Since then, he joined Motilal Oswal in the year 2000 and has been a key part of the 
Franchisee Advisory. Over the span of 16 years, he has been instrumental in the growth of many franchisees. His 
passion & understanding of markets has helped him set up excellent processes on the advisory front and also 
create unique and innovative trading products for retail clients

Sandeep Gupta 
(Senior Executive Group Vice President & Head Franchisee Advisory)
28 years experience, 21 years with MOFSL

A Noted management professional with more than 22 years of experience in Channel 
Management. He has worked in industries like FMCG & Financial Services, he started his journey of broking 
business in 2004 with SMC Global, a Delhi-based broking house, where he built strong franchisee business pan 
India. With his rich experience in Sales & Channel Management, he has been instrumental in establishing the 
MOFSL Franchisee business in the Northern part of India. He currently serves as Sales Head- Business Alliance 
at Motilal Oswal.

Sunil Kumar Goyal
(Senior Group Vice President, National Sales Head- Business Alliance)
22 years experience, 14 years with MOFSL

Pankaj has earlier headed Development, Testing, System Operation, and the Trading Helpdesk 
at MOFSL. He has been instrumental in successfully developing industry-first initiatives like the Lite Trading 
System, Mobile Trading Application, Paperless EKYC, RiskLab, etc.

Pankaj Purohit 
(Business Operations and Information Technology)
23 years experience, 17 years with MOFSL
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A management professional, Nilesh joined Motilal Oswal in 2022. He has completed his MMS 
from Jamnalal Bajaj Institute of Management studies. He was previously associated with Angel Broking as the 
Chief Operating officer. His areas of expertise include strategic initiatives in Technology, Operations, Customer 
Service, Operational Risk, etc. In his 20 years of journey, he has worked across diverse sectors. At Motilal Oswal, 
he heads the Back office operations for the Broking & Distribution vertical. 

Nilesh Gokral 
(Executive Group Vice President, Business Operations)
20 years Experience



Hemang Jani
(Senior Group Vice President, Equity Strategist)
25 years Experience, 1 year with MOFSL

Hemang, a Chartered Accountant by qualification, began his capital markets career as a 
Research Analyst & subsequently has worked across different roles in banks & brokerage firms. Leveraging 
more than 25 years of experience in the financial sector, his areas of expertise include research, advisory, 
building financial products and client servicing. He currently serves at Motilal Oswal  as Head - Equity Strategist 
and drives the Retail Research and Advisory Products across the network.

Siddhartha Khemka 
(Senior Vice President & Head, Retail Research)
15 years experience, 4 years with MOFSL

A MBA Finance from K. J. Somaiya Institute of Management Studies & Research - Mumbai. 
Siddhartha joined Motilal Oswal group in 2017 and is currently managing the Research desk for the Retail 
business. His past experience includes working with Centrum Wealth Management, Centrum Broking as 
Institutional research analyst and ICICI Securities as Mid Cap analyst. Over the years he has received several 
awards and recognition including the ET Now Thomson Reuters ‘Starmine Analyst Award' and Zee Business 'Best 
Market Analyst Award'. He is a regular guest on Business Channels like CNBC TV18, ET Now, Bloomberg Quint 
amongst others.

Senthil has more than 2 decades of Capital Markets experience, is an MA Economics MBA 
International Business from Annamalai University. Prior to joining Motilal Oswal, he was associated with IIFL 
Holdings, ASK Investment Managers & Kotak Securities, There he was instrumental in setting up various 
business vertical viz Retail & PCG broking right from scratch (B2C & B2B) At Motilal Oswal he spearheads the 
Investment Products Channel for Franchise Business with a AUM of USD $ 1 Bn. He has a team size of more than 
100 people who work closely with the business partners to grow their distribution book & business.

Senthil Naidu
(Senior Group Vice President, National Sales Head - Investment Products)
23 years Experience, 4 years with MOFSL
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SOLID BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

At Motilal Oswal, we believe it's important to begin right, and 
that's why we have made it a habit to help each of our Business 
Partners begin the partnership with all the resources to grow 
the business. This is also what sets us apart from the 
competition. We provide everything that is required to begin 
your journey, learn the tricks of the trade, acquire new 
customers and get set on the road to growth
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COMPREHENSIVE
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Comprehensive Onboarding 
Support 

Dedicated Onboarding Executive 
support is being provided for 
smooth transition & better 
understanding of the system and 
process for first 3 months

Business Development Support 
Extended support by regional 
product experts and segment 
wise advisors for One-on-One 
meetings with clients & prospects

Dedicated Re-Activation &
HNI Desk

A centralized desk that helps our 
Business Partner to activate their 
dormant client, also customize 
support & advisory to their HNI 
customers.

MOST Advantage Desk
A dedicated desk to help convert 
the leads of Business Partners 
centrally.

To help our Business Partners hit the ground running, we 
provide comprehensive business support through the 
following initiatives:
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FOCO Advisor

Implanting trained advisors 
at partners’ office for client 
level advisory & business 
development.

Market Connect

A Digital Platform to improve 
partners’ visibility & placement 
on social media platforms and 
search engines to spread reach.

Rewards & Recognition
Rewards and Recognition to the 
Business Partners on Monthly 
basis such as “Super Achiever”.

Saksham

Dedicated HR Team to help 
our partners for recruitments. 
An utility is given on partner 
portal.

Advisory Dashboard
The dashboard provides 
recommendations and actionable 
data of clients to enable partners 
with the business pitch. It also 
does an in-depth analysis of 
clients trading and behavior 
pattern to help partners fulfill 
their investing/trading needs.
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STRONG MENTORSHIP &
SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Udaan - A National Advisory committee of our experienced & successful 
Business Partners for brainstorming best business practices and 
developmental ideas for all new channel partners.

MOBIC - Rewards and Recognition for Business Partners on a yearly 
basis and their success stories are shared with all.

Personalized coaching and guidance is provided by experts and senior 
management. Unique ideas depending on the individual expertise of the 
entrepreneurs.

Training Desk - Dedicated desk to train our Business Partner as well as 
their employee through various platform such as Seminar, Webinar & 
through PAATHSHALA APP.

SOLID TRAINING &
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

New partner Handholding:

Prarambh: An interactive session with HODs and CMD to understand the business 
opportunities, culture and hierarchy of the organisation

Parichay: Induction program for staff of Partners done in multiple languages

Stadium Pitch and Client Acquisition: A power packed program done regionally to 
help partners create non-stop flow of leads ensuring ongoing business development

Business growth sessions:

Business Development Sessions: Ongoing training programs done regionally to help 
partners grow their business with the required knowledge and sales pitch 

Value Added Training: A quarterly initiative to help partners sharpen their skills and 
understanding on one specific business acumen per quarter to help build their 
business

Digital:

eGyaan: Daily webinar session on relevant products pitch, processes understanding 
and new circular updates
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Leaderboard: Learning is more fun when user earns points on the Leaderboard. 
Paathshala provides a competitive platform to showcase user’s learning scores. 
Learners will be benchmarked with Top learners on the platform. ‘Learn more and 
earn more’ is the key to make way up the Leaderboard

Daily quizzes & tests: Daily assessment of the business knowledge keeps learners 
informed on their strengths to count on and weaknesses to work on. 

Bite sized learning videos: bite sized online modules and videos, which can be 
accessed by the Learners on their mobiles, laptops anytime, anywhere. 

Buzz: a powerful way to engage with peers, leaders and subordinates. It provides 
opportunity to engage socially through Buzz by making a Comment, liking the posts 
shared by Leaders, peers.

Reminder mailers: Understanding the highly demanding nature of work, Learners 
may miss out on important modules. Paathshala provides a timely reminder so that 
each Learner can complete all the modules assigned 

Skill based learning: Paathshala embraces a focused approach for Learner’s 
development through a skill based curated learning modules.

Paathshala provides a learning platform that works on multiple devices for a great 
on-the-go learning experience. Its Journey based approach enables structured 
learning for business skills:
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UpperMOSt
(Business Intelligence just a click away)

UpperMOSt App and Web are 
designed to help you manage 
your business efficiently and 
effectively. It not only aims to 
improve your business but also 
gives you a clear understanding 
of various trends on Revenue, 
Assets under Management, 
Sales and new client 
acquisition over a period of 
time. UpperMOSt platforms 
offer a plethora of advanced 
features
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Home
Loans

Equity
Broking

Currency

Mutual
Fund

PMS

NCDs

Bonds

IPO Commodities

Insurance

Private
Equity

SOLID PRODUCTS

Investment strategies depend upon the investor's objectives 
and risk appetite. To serve a wide range of customers with 
customized investment strategies, it's important to have a wide 
range of products that reap benefits across varied time horizons 
and risk appetites. Motilal Oswal is a one-stop financial 
superstore where there's a wide range of investment solutions 
for every kind of investor.
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Suggest-Me is an 
AI-powered solution 

which helps your 
clients take suitable 

investment decisions to 
fulfil their needs by 

recommending a 
suitable portfolio based 

on their investment 
horizon and style.

Suggest Me
Option brain is a 

series of the latest 
calls/advice for 

Trading where one 
can choose the asset 
class across Equity, 
Index (Nifty & Bank 

Nifty) and click on any 
call/advice to place an 

instant trade.

Option Brain

These baskets are 
curated by our 
Award-Winning 

Research team based 
on different themes and 
sectors. In three clicks, 
you can browse these 
baskets' & select the 

one you want to invest

Smart Basket

An innovative tool that 
makes it easy for 

traders to plan their 
trades with live spread 
updates and execute 
them at pre-defined 
Entry and Exit price 

levels with no manual 
intervention.

Option Strategy
Builder

BROKING PRODUCTS

TradeGuide Signal is an 
innovative trend guiding 

tool which 
automatically 

generates actionable 
Buy/Sell trading ideas 
for all asset classes. 

TradeGuide Signal
(TGS)

A diverse range of 
pre-packaged equity 

portfolios for both 
traders and investors 

who want to participate 
in the markets , but do 
not have enough time 

to manage their 
portfolios.

Intelligent Advisory
Portfolios (IAP)

An Algo trading 
platform where one 
can create their own 
strategies for trading 
and also subscribe to 
strategies created by 
traders and experts 
around the world. 

Tradetron
Bad portfolios always 
carry higher risks and 
tend to impact not only 

your clients' 
investments but also 
revenue and turnover 

for your business.

Portfolio
Restructuring

Tool (PR)

A new and intuitive 
single-screen menu 

that helps your clients 
place multiple orders 

in different scrips 
across segments and 

square off open 
positions in 1 click.

Power Trade

Explore the wide range of cutting edge products designed specially for 
your clients to trade and invest seamlessly. You too can reap its benefits 
by encouraging your clients to invest in these products.
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INVESTMENT PRODUCTS

• Passive Funds

• Equity Mutual Funds

• ELSS Funds

• Hybrid Funds

• DAAF Funds

• Arbitrage Funds

• Short term Debt 
Funds

• Accrual & Credit 
Funds

• Duration Funds

• Multi Assets Funds

Mutual Fund

• RBI Floating Rate 
Savings (Taxable) 
Bonds

• Corporate Fixed 
Deposits

• Preference Shares

• Perpetual Bonds

• High Credit Bonds & 
NCDs

• Tax - free Bonds

• Capital Gain Bonds

• Sovereign Gold Bond

• Structured Product

Fixed Income

• Term Insurance

• Traditional 
Insurance - Par- 
endowment & 
Non-Par endowment

• Pension Plans

• ULIPs

Insurance

• MOAMC Value 

• MOAMC NTDOP

• MOAMC IOP (EI) and 
(NI)

• MOAMC IOP V2

• MOAMC BOP

• MOAMC Focused 
Midcap Strategy

• MOAMC Dynamic 
Allocation

• ASK Indian 
Entrepreneur 
Portfolio

• ASK India Vision 

• Invesco DAWN

• Renaissance Midcap

• Renaissance 
Opportunities.

• Alchemy High Growth

• Marcellus Consistent 
Compounders

• Marcellus Kings of 
Capital

• Narnolia Industry 
Champs (Large Cap)

• Narnolia Mid & Small 
Cap Strategy

• Narnolia Multi Cap 
Strategy

• Narnolia New India 
Strategy

PMS

• Motilal  Oswal 
Private Equity  
(MOPE) - India 
Business Excellence 
Fund  (IBEF) IV – Cat 
II AIF

• Motilal Oswal Real 
Estate (MORE) - 
India Realty 
Excellence Fund 
(IREF) V – Cat II AIF

• Motilal Oswal Equity 
Opportunities Fund – 
Seriess II – Cat III 
AIF, Motilal Oswal 
India Excellence 
Fund – Mid to Mega 
– Cat III AIF

Alternate Assets
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COMMODITIES BUSINESS

Another asset class from where you can earn is Commodities and 
Currency.
Commodity trading brings a basket full of diverse avenues for 
investment, away from the traditional avenues of Equity, Bonds and 
Real Estate. Based on the historical data, adding Commodities 
exposure to your client’s existing portfolio helps your clients 
increase the returns while lowering the risk. Commodities have very 
little or negative correlation with other asset classes.

Offerings

Real-time fund 
transfer facility to 
get instant limit or 

reduce risk 
percentage Customized offering 

based on your profile 
- Investor, Trader, 

Hedger, Speculator 
or Arbitrageur

Optimum Strategy 
High conviction 
positional and 

spread trades in 
Commodities

Exclusive Research 
reports mentioning 

outlook for 
commodities for HNI 
Clients, Corporates 

& Retail Clients
Lead Generation & 
Clients activation 
support through 

Master Class 
Learning Series by 
Research Expert 

every month

Commodity Clients 
Servicing Desk for 
both retail & HNI 
clients from Head 

Office

Dedicated desk for 
physical delivery 

transactions of various 
commodities like Gold, 

Silver, Copper, 
Aluminium & Agro

Commodities

Regional Commodity 
Advisors to serve 

clients in local 
language
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CURRENCY BUSINESS

A market that attracts about $5.2 trillion in daily volume, recognized as 
the world's largest market, accessible globally 24 hours a day - that is 
exactly what the Currency market is made up of. You can make your 
client’s trade in Currencies through their existing Equity account.

Offerings

No separate 
Investments required 
- Utilize your margins 
and collaterals across 
Equity, F&O, Currency

segments

Exclusive Research 
reports mentioning 

outlook for 
currencies for HNI 
Clients, Corporates 

& Retail Clients

Customized offering 
based on your profile 

Investor, Trader, 
Hedger, Speculator 

or Arbitrageur

Dedicated analyst for 
Currency Options 

and strategies

Lead Generation & 
Clients activation 
support through 

Master Class 
Learning Series by 
Research Expert 

every month

Training for equity 
dealers through 

Currency Gurukul 
Program and 
enhance their 
productivity

Currency Clients 
Servicing Desk for 
both retail & HNI 
clients from Head 

Office

Dedicated support 
from Business 
Development 

Managers in your 
city for Product 
trainings, HNI & 

Retail Clients meet 
and other business 

support
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SOLID RESEARCH AND
SOLID ADVICE

Known and loved by our Sub Brokers and Customers for our 
Solid Research & Solid Advice, we have also been awarded the 
'Best Equity Broker - National', at the CNBC TV18 Financial 
Advisor Awards for 5 years. Our dedicated research group with 
over 30 analysts does the fundamental and technical analysis 
of the market, covering over 225+ companies across more 
than 20 sectors.
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DAILY REPORTS
WEEKLY AND MONTHLY REPORTS

Our research teams deliver insightful 
research reports daily to our 
customers. Reports such as Market 
Outlook / Roundup, Commodities 
Morning/Evening, and Morning India 
are extremely popular amongst our 
customers

INDUSTRY REPORTS
Our research also focuses on certain 
sectors, resulting in knowledgeable 
reports that analyze the current 
situation of the sector and foresee 
future trends. Logistics, Specialty 
Chemicals & Housing Finance are some 
examples of the many sector-specific 
reports that we release from time to 
time

INDIA STRATEGY REPORT
India Strategy Report is a quarterly 
release, directed towards the global 
investors investing in India. Nifty 
Earning Estimate, Sector Allocations 
and Model Portfolios are the critical 
ingredients of this report

WEALTH CREATION REPORT
The annual Wealth Creation Report, our 
most famous research report, is a work 
of our Chairman & Co-Founder, an 
equity research stalwart, Mr. Raamdeo 
Agrawal. He analyzes the most 
consistent, the fastest and the biggest 
value creators in the Indian equity 
universe every year

COMPANY REPORTS
In-depth reports of more than 230 listed companies

THEMATIC REPORTS
Periodic thematic reports like Bulls 
& Bears, Corner Office, Ecoscope, 
etc. give insights on the latest 
themes in the market and on the 
current macro-economic trends in 
India

Our research teams provide weekly and 
monthly updates that act as a round-up 
of the market as well as actionable ideas 
for the next month. MOSt Valuation Guide 
& Commodity and Currency weekly are 
some of the prominent weekly reports, 
while MOSt Advisor and MOSt 
Quantitative Outlook are the prominent 
monthly reports.

RESEARCH REPORTS
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CONVICTION DELIVERY IDEA (CDI)
MOMENTUM TRADING

CDI are trading opportunities generated keeping in mind very short-term price 
movements and thus have a higher risk attached to them. These trades are 
based on short-term technical trends and stock-specific news and have a very 
short shelf life.

SMART BASKETS DELIVERY IDEAS
These are the pre-defined portfolios 
designed by the MO Research team 
with a specific investment time 
frame and consisting stocks with 
defined weightages that can be 
bought with the ease of one click 
execution.

INVESTMENT IDEAS

Our research also focuses on certain 
sectors, resulting in knowledgeable 
reports that analyze the current 
situation of the sector and foresee 
future trends.

Most Signature is a Multi-cap portfolio 
consisting of 10-15 fundamental 
strong companies selected on the 
basis of our QGLP philosophy.

Delivery ideas offer model advisory 
portfolios in addition to carefully 
crafted strategies which cater to 
customers with varied risk profiles, 
helping customers to hold a solid 
portfolio at all times.

MOST SIGNATURE PORTFOLIO
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Fundtech: An intelligent portfolio created by Robo Advisory with a combination of 
fundamental and technical parameters which is suitable for active investors who 
want to invest in companies with positive financial trend subject to thresholds of 
Quality and Valuation

Prime: Prime Portfolio is a concentrated portfolio that blends tactical bets with long 
term winners and provides investor advantage with a mix of long term 
compounders as well as special company/sectoral picks

NS Industry Champ: Portfolio comprising leaders (top-3 players) of their respective 
industry and stocks which are showing growth in value characteristics with 
expected higher return ratio

NS Mid & Small Cap: Portfolio comprising of Mid & Small cap stocks, which have 
potential to grow. Identified with bottoms approach which covers, Information 
mining, financial modelling, investment thesis, active & rigorous tracking for 
changes in the earnings & quality outlook

Alpha Bluechip: Alpha Bluechip is an unconstrained, concentrated portfolio of 
best-in-class companies across different sectors and market capitalizations. A high 
quality growth portfolio which intends to generate superior risk adjusted returns

Zodiac: An intelligent portfolio of 12 Nifty Stocks dynamically created by a 
combination of fundamental screening and a quant model

IAP are a diverse range of pre-packaged equity portfolios 
advised by Registered Investment Advisors (RIAs), ideal for 
both active and passive investors. These portfolios are curated 
& monitored by the RIAs and follow strict rules & parameters 
to manage the risk-return ratio of your investment

NS 5T x 5T: Thematic Portfolio created with multiple themes which have potential 
to grow based on opportunities created as Indian Economy move to 5 Trillion dollar

INTELLIGENT ADVISORY
PORTFOLIOSIntelligent Advisory Portfolios

OpenQ MNC: Portfolio of Top stocks from Multi-National Companies (MNC) 
universe designed for passive long term investing created basis Quantitative 
method & proprietary filters
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BACK OFFICE & OPERATIONS

In our vast stock broking and investment experience, we have 
realized that processes and operations are the backbone of our 
business. They need to be made robust in order to achieve 
optimum productivity and efficiency, ensure mitigation of risks, 
and minimize losses. We extend our robust operations support 
to all our partners so that they can make a transition to the next 
level with minimum hassle.
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RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

We understand that making a shift to Motilal Oswal from your previous Business 
Partners will involve a lot of risk and may result in business losses. To avoid these 
risks and losses, we have developed a robust Risk Management System to 
seamlessly transfer all your business.

ROBUST PROCESSES

In today's technology-driven world, it's important to use technology to run processes 
faster and yet provide the most intuitive interfaces possible. Our robust processes 
make it easier for you and your clients to begin growth journeys with us.

Customer-centric Risk Management System: and real-time payouts
Risk Lab: Monitoring tool for users to get real-time updates & client margin
status in a single view

Single Login Platform to access all kinds of reports Ledgers, Margin Reports, 
Shortage, DP statements, P&L statements, etc.

24 x 7 Banking with mobile app/online portal or through CSE for 
Payin and Payout

Unique automated account opening with account opening on SCAN for immediate 
account activation

e-KYC^:
• 15Mins Demat + Trading Account
• Open 100% paperless demat & trading account in 15 minutes

The system consists of various automated: products for risk management whereby, 
positions are squared up if MTM loss crosses 70% of available margin

Expiry Plus:
• Stoploss benefits - Sell options position with limited margin on the last day
• Expiry PLUS with MTM square off facility to ensure proper management of 
 leverage and risk
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BUSINESS OPERATIONS (BIZOPS) FOR
BUSINESS PARTNERS**

BizOps is a unified platform for business operations. BizOps, available in Partner 
Portal, empowers the partners to impart superior servicing to customers. Multiple 
reports can be generated at a single click. 100+ reports are merged / combined into 
30+ reports, which can be downloaded in various formats, in 5 different languages 
(English, Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Telugu)

No need to remember multiple login passwords: Multiple Software applications 
are accessible from a single window

Global Search: Enter keywords/name of the report and easily access requisite 
information

Ease of Access: BizOps can be accessed through all latest browsers and on 
all handheld devices

Dashboards with pictorial presentation: Summary of branch operational activities. 
User-friendliness with reduced navigation concerns of shifting to different segments 
and different applications

Essential links are readily available on a single click: Easy access to important 
sites, Client overview in a single window, Customized view of client profile

BACK OFFICE SUPPORT

Technology-driven business processes may be convenient but we believe that 
without human intervention, the problem-solution loop remains incomplete. We 

have put together some dedicated teams to resolve your issues.

Customer Service with quick turnaround time with dedicated IVR lines to address 
requests and issues of our Business Partners, from 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM on working 
days (Mon-Fri)

Dedicated Compliance & Legal Support for handling and resolution of Business 
Partner and client disputes
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MTF (Margin Trading Facility): The product offer by exchange in Capital Market 
where client can carry their position just by maintaining minimum margin

e-DIS Customer: In individual category can transfer the shares online through hias 
web login (value of per scrip up to 2 lakh and total scrip value up to 5 lakh)

Online Segment Addition: This feature enable customer with paperless segment 
addition. Client who have Equity holding above 50k can use this feature to activate 
his account in any other segment.

MO-Genie: Automated chatbot to facilitate existing customers to access several 
operational reports

Admin: To extend our support understanding the business need we serve our 
Business Partners with Admin facility which enables them to manage the client's 
additional limit

Knowledge Corner:
1. To enhance your knowledge and to update you with latest change we conduct 

online webinars from time to time
2. We have short training PPTs, Videos and FAQ made available in BizOps > 

Customer Service option
3. Out initiative of sending Ops Tackle and Compliance Knowledge Series helps you 

manage daily Ops activities within Compliance framework

e-Modification: With an objective to give faster and best services to our clients, we 
have facilitate them with e-Modification option. E-Modification will not only speed up 
the process of modification but also introduce the paperless facility (only for 
customers with Aadhaar no. updated in back office system)

BUSINESS OPERATIONS (BIZOPS) FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS**
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Fund transfer through UPI: It enables a safe and faster option to transmit fund via 
UPI (Unified Payment Interface). Using unique BHIM/ UPI ID (VPA), customer can 
transfer funds from their registered bank account. (With MOFSL).

Automated GST Invoice: As an additional feature in our Automated GST invoice 
creation module in BizOps, we have added facility to check the GSTR2A online with 
Government portal and credit the GST amount and also to generate GST invoice just 
in one click.

Grandfather Capital Gain: This feature will help your customer to manage his PNL 
with reintroduction of long-term capital gains (LTCG) tax on equity investments

Enhanced Mutual Fund reports: Our enhanced Mutual Reports in Partner Portal > 
Ops > Mutual Funds Report new is the unified platform to all your need

NACH: The NACH process for client dues helps you to maintain your branch risk 
arise from bad debtors.

Automated Bank Verification: Automated bank verification process of EKYC 
eliminates the Bank Proof upload process. System validates the bank details of 
client by transferring Rs. 1/- through IMPS in client's Bank and upon success 
response we do not ask to upload Bank Proof.

Alerts on the move: Clients are made aware of their Derivative Margin shortage on 
next day of position taken and RMS Selling one day prior of selling which helps our 
Business Partner for payment collection from client.

BUSINESS OPERATIONS (BIZOPS) FOR BUSINESS PARTNERS**

Robotic Process Automation:
1. Implementation of new age technology for making process robust
2. Proactive and accurate communication for risk management
3. Real-time Reconciliation and updation of customer ledger to seamless customer 

experience
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UNNATI is an industry first certification programme on Broking 
& Financial Products Distribution business that transforms you 
into a skilled and knowledgeable Entrepreneur in just 8 weeks

Unnati Pro is a unique financial industry course allows you to learn entrepreneurship with 
the right skills and technical know-how to Upgrade your Broking & Distribution business. 
With the new found collaboration with NSE Academy, Unnati Pro is now bigger and better 
With our upgraded programme, learn Options & Trading Strategies, Market Insights, 
Technical and Trading Setups, Time Management, Demystifying Options, Creative Strategy 
Making Skills, Sales & Marketing Skills and much more in just 8 weeks. Get certified through 
NSE Academy & take your business to next level.

Target Audience:

New to Broking: For people who are new to Broking, this programme delivers perfect blend of 
knowledge and ground reality

Experienced in Broking: This programme is not just apt for existing entrepreneurs but also 
for second generation entrepreneurs who need a head start in this industry
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Wins the ‘Best Broking 
Business of the Year 
2018’ at the Money 

Control Wealth 
Creator Awards.

Inducted in the
‘Hall of Fame’

at the 10th CNBC TV18
Financial Advisor

Awards 2019

‘Best Performing
Financial Advisor’

(Equity Broker)
at the CNBC

TV18 Financial Advisor
Awards (5 Times) 

Voted as the top firm 
across multiple 

categories in the 
Asiamoney Brokers 
Poll 2021 (3 Times)

“Franchise Brand Of 
The Year”at Franchise 

& retail award 2021

Wins the Business 
Leadership Award for 

excellence in Franchising 
and Business 

Development at the 
Franchise

Awards 2019.

AWARDS & ACHIEVEMENTS
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Motilal Oswal Financial Services Limited (MOFSL)* Member of NSE, BSE, MCX, NCDEX CIN No.: L67190MH2005PLC153397
Registered Office Address: Motilal Oswal Tower, Rahimtullah Sayani Road, Opposite Parel ST Depot, Prabhadevi, Mumbai-400025; Tel No.: 022-71934263; Website www.motilaloswal.com. 
Correspondence Office Address: Palm Spring Centre, 2nd Floor, Palm Court Complex, New Link Road, Malad (West), Mumbai- 400 064. Tel No: 022 7188 1000. Registration Nos.: Motilal Oswal 
Financial Services Limited (MOFSL)*: INZ000158836. (BSE/NSE/MCX/NCDEX); CDSL and NSDL: IN-DP-16-2015; Research Analyst: INH000000412. AMFI: ARN - 146822; Investment Adviser: 
INA000007100; Insurance Corporate Agent: CA0579. Motilal Oswal Asset Management Company Ltd. (MOAMC): PMS (Registration No.: INP000000670); PMS and Mutual Funds are offered 
through MOAMC which is group company of MOFSL. Motilal Oswal Wealth Management Ltd. (MOWML): PMS (Registration No.: INP000004409) is offered through MOWML, which is a group 
company of MOFSL. • Motilal Oswal Financial Services Limited is a distributor of Mutual Funds, PMS, Fixed Deposit, Bond, NCDs, Insurance Products, Investment advisor and IPOs etc . These 
are not Exchange traded products and the Trading Member is just acting as distributor. All disputes with respect to the distribution activity would not have access to Exchange Investor Redressal 
Forum or Arbitration mechanism • Real Estate is offered through Motilal Oswal Real Estate Investment Advisors II Pvt. Ltd. which is a group company of MOFSL. • Private Equity is offered through 
Motilal Oswal Private Equity Investment Advisors Pvt. Ltd which is a group company of MOFSL. • Research & Advisory services is backed by proper research. Please read the Risk Disclosure 
Document prescribed by the Stock Exchanges carefully before investing. There is no assurance or guarantee of the returns. Details of Compliance Officer: Name: Neeraj Agarwal, Email ID: 
na@motilaloswal.com, Contact No.:022-71881085.The securities quoted are exemplary and are not recommendatory. Brokerage will not exceed SEBI prescribed limit. Customer having any 
query/feedback/ clarification may write to query@motilaloswal.com. In case of grievances for Securities Broking write to grievances@motilaloswal.com, for DP to 
dpgrievances@motilaloswal.com.*Such representations are not indicative of future results.
Mr. Paresh Sukhtankar (BSE Trade Name: REL INVEST SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED) BSE: AP01044601127300. Date of Registration: 21 November 2021 (NSE Trade Name: REL INVEST SERVICES 
PRIVATE LIMITED) NSE: AP0297146023. Date of Registration: 29 November 2021. Mr. Siddharth Karnawat (BSE Trade Name: RISHABH WEALTH MANAGEMENT PVT LTD) BSE: 
AP-01044601100878. Date of Registration: 26 April 2019 (NSE Trade Name: RISHABH WEALTH MANAGEMENT PVT LTD) NSE: AP0297119483. Date of Registration: 11 June 2019. Mr. Kavish Shah 
(BSE Trade Name: KAVISH R SHAH) BSE: AP-0104460166797. Date of Registration: 25 July 2017 (NSE Trade Name: MR KAVISH RAMAN SHAH) NSE: APC029700501. Date of Registration: 17 
October 2003. Mr. Harshit Gandhi (BSE Trade Name: GANDHI INVEST MALL) BSE: AP-0104460166662. Date of Registration: 21 July 2017 (NSE Trade Name: GANDHI INVEST MALL) NSE: 
AP029773951. Date of Registration: 12 August 2011. Mr. Madan Mohan Lohiya (BSE Trade Name: FINSENSE SECURITIES) BSE: AP-0104460167027. Date of Registration: 2 August 2017 (NSE 
Trade Name: FINSENSE SECURITIES) NSE: APF029700242. Date of Registration: 06 May 2003. Mr. Bhawarlal Agarwalla (BSE Trade Name: PUSHPGEET FINANCIAL SERVICES) BSE: 
AP-0104460166315. Date of Registration: 11 July 2017 (NSE Trade Name: PUSHPGEET FINANCIAL SERVICES) NSE: AP0297101512. Date of Registration: 30 March 2019. Ms. Uthara 
Ramakrishnan (BSE Trade Name: ARTHA FINANCIAL SERVICES) BSE: AP-0104460197383. Date of Registration: 22 March 2019 (NSE Trade Name: ARTHA FINANCIAL SERVICES) NSE: 
AP029714701. Date of Registration: 27 March 2019. Mr. Rajendra Manudhane (BSE Trade Name: KRM SECURITIES PVT LTD) BSE: AP-0104460169451. Date of Registration: 31 October 2017 (NSE 
Trade Name: KRM SECURITIES PVT LTD) NSE: AP029709073. Date of Registration: 29 March 2019. Mr. Aashish Aggarwal (BSE Trade Name: TR CAPITAL) BSE: AP-0104460164130. Date of 
Registration: 28 April 2017 (NSE Trade Name: TR CAPITAL) NSE: AP0297100271. Date of Registration: 28 April 2017. Mr. Akash Gupta & Mr. Sachindra Verma (BSE Trade Name: TRIVENTURE 
ADVISORY PRIVATE LIMITED) BSE: AP-0104460178408. Date of Registration: 13 July2018 (NSE Trade Name: JUNIPER EQUITY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED) NSE: AP0297110273. Date of Registration: 
18 June 2018. Mr. Manohar Bhandari (BSE Trade Name: JUNIPER EQUITY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED) BSE: AP-0104460136432. Date of Registration: 18 November 2014 (NSE Trade Name: TR 
CAPITAL) NSE: AP0297086153. Date of Registration: 10 September 2014. Mr. Suresh Loya (BSE Trade Name: PRACHI INVESTMENTS PVT LTD) BSE: AP-0104460198229. Date of Registration: 30 
March 2019 (NSE Trade Name: PRACHI INVESTMENTS PVT LTD) NSE: APC029700643. Date of Registration: 30 October 2003. Mr. Alex Babu (BSE Trade Name: HEDGE EQUITIES) BSE: 
AP-01044601119270. Date of Registration: 02 March 2021 (NSE Trade Name: HEDGE EQUITIES) NSE: AP0297135953. Date of Registration: 08 March 2021. Mr. Samir Chag (BSE Trade Name: 
ELEGANT WEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED) BSE: AP-01044601122419. Date of Registration: 02 July 2021. (NSE Trade Name: ELEGANT WEALTH PRIVATE LIMITED) NSE: AP0297139823. Date of 
Registration: 07 July 2021.

Investment in securities market are subject to market risks, read all the related documents carefully before investing.
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THE RIGHT TIME TO
GROW BIG IS NOW

THE RIGHT TIME TO
GROW BIG IS NOW

Motilal Oswal Financial Services Ltd.
Motilal Oswal Tower, Junction of Gokhale & Sayani Road, Opposite Parel ST Depot,

Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025

TO KNOW MORE OR FOR ANY QUERIES:

+91 97699 72825        growbig@motilaloswal.com        www.motilaloswal.com


